Welcome to our Home
Hello, welcome to Heinrich-Heine-Strasse 1!
It is our flat that we live in so there is some of our stuff around the place.
But all the sheets and towels are fresh just for our guests, and
everything is clean.
Please find a short guide with some local coffee & restaurant
recommendations and some FAQs for the house.
Would recommend hiring a bike during your stay OR public transport is
easily accessible.
From,
Bobby & Peta x

Home FAQs
Getting in:
If we’re not checking you in for any reason, when you head to Heinrich Heine Strasse 1
you’ll see a front door that looks like this:

It actually faces out on to Annenstrasse:

You go through the main door, then through the door ahead, and it's the first door on the
left at the bottom of the stairs:

Make sure you pull the door towards you when you open it as the lock may not work
otherwise.
Also please be careful and close the door quietly. The noise of a bang seems to reverberate
around the building and our neighbours have been known to come down and shout at
people making a lot of unnecessary noise when coming in and out.

Checking out:
As we tend to be out of town when we rent the place out, we usually work on a fairly flexible
check out. When you leave you can see the letterboxes outside in the lobby.

Ours is on the left hand column, 4th from the top. It says ‘Richardson / Politis’ on it. That’s
the same name as the buzzer.

Washing Machine:
There should be washing powder beside the toilet or under the sink.
The front of the washing machine looks like this:

Here is a guide to some of the German settings:
Baumwolle (settings 1,4,5) are for cotton.
Pflegeleicht (settings 2,6,7) is for synthetics.
Feinwasche (settings 2,8,9,10) is for delicated.
Kurz is short (shortwash).
Wolle is wool.
Seide is silk.
MIt = with and ohne = without so ‘mit Vorwasche’ is with prewash and ‘ohne Vorwasche’ is
without prewash.
We usually use it on setting 2 or 3. So if you turn the dial to that you press
‘Ein
Aus’
And everything should be fine!

Dishwasher:
The dishwasher is fairly simple. Just select the settings from the pictures on the right and
then press the power button. The number is the number of minutes left. If you open it it will
cancel and need to restart (not continue from where it was).

WiFi:
Below is the network details. This is strictly only for phones and ipads as Berlin has
extremely harsh laws against illegal downloading and there are many stories of people not
realise that programmes were running in the background on their laptop and they were
illegally downloading files - you receive fines over 1000 euros for this.
Network: TC-83C5E
Password: zS4Wk3wee2ra

Cupboards etc:
We always clear space in the cupboards and fridge for our guests, but we’ll leave things
behind that might be useful (eg sauces, spices, chilled water).
Please feel free to help yourself and use these.

TV:
Please feel free to use the TV and netflix. Just change the ‘source’ on the black remote and
then control the AppleTV with the silver remote.
Other things:
● The main light in the living room isn’t working at the moment and we’re waiting for
the electrician to come and fix it. There is a light in the living room we use though,
beside the TV table. There’s a switch on the floor to turn this on and off.
● If you have any issue with keys please get in touch with us. We can be reached via
Whatsapp (+49 151 686 05965 or +49 152 388 42992) or through AIrbnb messaging.

Coffee
Bonanza Coffee Roasters:
Adalbertstraße 70, 10999 Berlin - Friedrichshain/Kruezberg
(12 Min Walk, 3 Min Cycle)
Tip: Type location into google maps as can be hard to find!

The Barn:
Auguststraße 58, 10119 Berlin - Mitte
(10 Min public transport + walk – take U8 train to Rosenthaler Platz station)
Little hole in the wall but delicious coffee!

Restaurants
BREAKFAST, LUNCH & COFFEE
Commonground: $-$$
Rosenthaler Str. 1, 10119 Berlin - Mitte
(8 Min public transport – take U8 train to Rosenthaler Platz Station)

Fathers Carpenter Coffee Brewers: $-$$
Münzstraße 21, 10178 Berlin
(6 Min public transport – take U8 train to Weinmeisterstrasse station)

Transit Restaurant - Mitte: $
Rosenthaler Str. 68, 10119 Berlin
(8 Min public transport – take U8 train to Rosenthaler Platz station)
Favourite for cheap but quality food. Asian-tapas. Recommend to make a booking – always
busy!

ZOLA Pizza - Kreuzberg: $
Paul-Lincke-Ufer 39-40, 10999 Berlin

Toca Rouge - Kreuzberg: $$-$$$

Other good restaurants:
La Lucha
Themroc
Cicconi’s
Monsieur Vuong
Ramen
Chutnify

